The constrained bipartite matching (CBM) problem is a variant of the classical bipartite matching problem that has been well studied in the Combinatorial Optimization community. The input to CBM is an edge-weighted complete bipartite graph in which there are a same number of vertices on both sides and vertices on one side are sequentially ordered while vertices on the other side are partitioned and connected into disjoint directed paths. In a feasible matching a path must be mapped to consecutive vertices on the other side. The optimization goal is to find a maximum or a minimum weight perfect matching. Such an optimization problem has its applications to scheduling and protein Nuclear Magnetic Resonance peak assignment. It has been shown to be NP-hard and MAX SNP-hard if the perfectness requirement is dropped. In this paper, more results on the inapproximability are presented and IDA*, a memory efficient variant of the well known A* search algorithm, is utilized to solve the problem. Accordingly, search heuristics and a set of heuristic evaluation functions are developed to assist the search, whose effectiveness is demonstrated by a simulation study using real protein NMR backbone resonance assignment instances.
Introduction
Determining the 3D structure of a protein is of extreme importance since it is this structure that largely defines the function of the protein. Although a huge amount of effort has been put into computational structure prediction, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and X-Ray crystallography, due to their accuracy, are still the dominant experimental techniques for determining protein structures at the atomic resolution. Typically, with the modern advents in NMR spectroscopy [1, 6, 9, 15] , this technique is expected to play a more important role in Structural Genomics.
Protein NMR spectroscopy starts with the generation of spectral data which range from nuclei resonance frequency "fingerprints" to dihedral angles (spin-spin couplings) and inter-nuclear orientations (residual dipolar couplings). The local structural constraints have to be associated correctly to their host chemical units in order to calculate the three-dimensional protein structure. Such an association can be done directly but due to the low accuracy it is usually guided by the NMR backbone resonance sequential assignment, which maps the identified spectral resonance peaks to the sets of nuclei that generate the peaks. Every resonance peak captures an atomic interaction, represented by a chemical shift tuple, involving two or more nuclei that may be within the same amino acid residue or a pair of neighboring amino acid residues. The peaks from a spectrum form a peak list and in general there are multiple peak lists used in the assignment process. The underlying principle making resonance peak assignment successful is that the chemical shift values for a specific nucleus in the target protein are unique across multiple spectra, despite possible degeneracy and reading errors. In fact, the chemical shift value of a nucleus depends only on the atomic type and its local chemical environment. The resonance peak assignment process tries to take advantage of such signature information to correctly associate resonance peaks, which can be regarded as vectors of chemical shifts, to their host nuclei.
A single piece of chemical shift value often is not enough to distinguish the amino acid residue type (out of 20 types) that the host nucleus resides in. One way to boost such signature information is to group together the chemical shifts from nuclei in a common amino acid residue and then use the sum of individual signature information to perform the assignment. Such a super vector of chemical shifts is referred to as a spin system and resonance peak assignment can be viewed as spin system assignment. The phase where spin systems are formed is referred to as peak grouping and it is expected to generate the same number of spin systems as the number of amino acid residues in the target protein. Mathematically, the spin system assignment can be cast into the classical Bipartite Matching problem that has been well studied in the Combinatorial Optimization community.
In our case, an instance of the Bipartite Matching problem is an edge-weighted complete bipartite graph G = (A, S, E), where vertex set A consists of the linearly ordered amino acid residues in the target protein sequence, vertex set S consists of the identified spin systems and the weight of an edge (a i , s j ) represents the quantified signature information of mapping spin system s j to amino acid residue a i . Note that we assume the ideal scenario where |A| = |S|, though in practice some true spin systems might be missing and some fake spin systems might be present in set S. Depending on the way of quantifying the spin system signature information, the desired perfect matching should have either a maximum weight or a minimum weight. For example, if the weight is the absolute logarithm of the probability of mapping a spin system to an amino acid residue type, then it is a minimization problem; if the weight is the shifted logarithm (to all positives), then it is a maximization problem.
The Bipartite Perfect Matching (BPM) problem (both the minimization and the maximization objectives) can be solved efficiently by a variety of existing algorithms. One of the fastest algorithms is CSA [8] , developed by Goldberg and Kennedy, which is a cost-scaling push-relabel algorithm that finds minimum or maximum weight matchings of maximum cardinality (in our case, the input graph is complete and therefore the matching must be perfect).
However, spin system assignment through the BPM formulation is far from being solved and better mathematical models are still in need. What complicates things in the assignment is the existence of multiple copies of a type of amino acid residue in the target protein. Notice that there are only 20 types of amino acid residues while the length of target proteins, measured by the number of amino acid residues therein, is in the hundreds and approaching the thousands (in our experiments, protein lengths vary from 66 to 215). Since the signature information does not contain residual position, there are usually too many optimal matchings, in terms of matching weight, for a BPM instance and simply returning one by some algorithm doesn't satisfy the near completeness requirement in structure calculation. Recall that some peaks capture atomic interaction among nuclei from two neighboring amino acid residues. At the peak grouping stage, these peaks provide evidence that some pair of spin systems should map to adjacent amino acid residues in the target protein. This is the so-called adjacency information among the spin systems and it has been noticed that adjacency information is crucial to the success of the resonance peak assignment [20] (for reviews of existing research taking advantage of modern triple resonance three-and fourdimensional NMR experiments for extracting adjacency information, see [1, 9, 15] ). This adjacency information encapsulates information about proximity of residues in the protein sequence, not spatial closeness in 2D or 3D space. As a consequence, while the amino acid residues in vertex set A follow the sequential order as they show up in the target protein sequence, vertex set S contains groups of consecutive spin systems. The consecutive spin systems in a group form a directed string and they should be mapped to consecutive amino acid residues in vertex set A. Note that there are multiple strings and some strings might consist of only one spin system, due to missing adjacency information. Consequently, the spin system assignment problem has to be cast as a Constrained Bipartite Perfect Matching (CBPM) problem, with either the maximization or the minimization objective (denoted as max-CBPM or min-CBPM, respectively):
An edge-weighted complete bipartite graph G = (A, S, E), where vertex set A consists of linearly ordered amino acid residues in the target protein sequence and vertex set S consists of strings of spin systems;
Goal:
Find a perfect matching satisfying the adjacency constraint and achieving the maximum/minimum weight.
In the problem definitions of BPM and CBPM the input bipartite graph is required to be complete. Nonetheless, in practice, edge weights could be set to negative (for the maximization objective) or positive infinity (for the minimization objective) to indicate an infeasible mapping between a spin system and an amino acid residue. In such a case, the input bipartite graph becomes actually not complete (where the missing edges correspond to the infeasible mappings). For this reason, we will hereafter drop the completeness requirement from the problem definitions, unless otherwise specified.
Lemma 1 [21]
Given an instance G = (A, S, E) of the CBPM problem, it is NP-hard to decide if G has a perfect matching satisfying the adjacency constraint.
We note that in the application of NMR spin system assignment, instances of the CBPM problem constructed out of real (or simulated) NMR spectral data often do have a perfect matching (consisting of feasible mappings). Therefore, we are mostly interested in the special case of the CBPM problem where a perfect matching of the input graph G satisfying the adjacency constraint is guaranteed. However, theoretically, the CBPM problem is unbelievably hard. We prove that even approximating this special case within a polynomial factor is NP-hard. Therefore, heuristics (with no worst-case guarantees) are essential for tackling the problem. There has already been a considerable amount of effort to solve the spin system assignment problem using the CBPM representation or its variants. This includes an expert system [23] , a statistical method [10] , a twolayer search heuristic [21] , a few approximation algorithms (with proven worst-case guarantees) [3, 4, 5] , and a branch-and-bound technique combined with greedy filtering [14] . An existing exact algorithm, branch-and-bound, has been described in [14] with its real performance not completely reported because of its high complexity.
We have taken a different approach and decided to use heuristic search to tackle the CBPM problem. After a theoretical analysis of the inapproximability of the CBPM problem with the maximization objective and the minimization objective (Section 2), we will present the use of the popular iterative-deepening A* (IDA*) algorithm [12] to find the minimum weight perfect matching in a min-CBPM instance (Section 3). Towards our goal, we have developed a set of pruning heuristics that reduce the size of the search tree built by IDA* and consequently make the search more efficient. We have also developed four different heuristic evaluation functions to guide the search that provide different degrees of accuracy and speed (Section 3). The previous method most similar to ours would be the expert system described in [23] , which also uses best-first search. However, the multi-step constraint satisfaction approach in that model may propagate assignment errors, so (contrary to our approach) it does not target globally optimal assignments. To verify the strength of our search method, we applied it to a test suite of 70 instances on 14 proteins obtained from [21] using the quantified spin system signature information from [3] (Section 4). In relation to the approximate methods [3, 14, 21] designed for the CBPM problem, our approach was able to retrieve more correct mappings (i.e. assignment edges). More significantly, our method was able to solve most of the instances faster than existing approaches that target optimal matchings and some existing approaches targeting only near optimal matchings [14] . We conclude the paper in Section 5 with some of our future work.
Throughout the remainder of the paper we will be referring to those groups containing more than one spin system as strings, whereas standalone spin systems will be called singletons. Note that a singleton can also be viewed as a string of size one. We will also use run to denote a maximal number of consecutive amino acid residues that have not been mapped to any spin systems yet.
Theoretical Inapproximability Results
Here we consider the special cases of the max-CBPM and the min-CBPM problems where a constrained perfect matching of the input graph G (i.e. a perfect matching of G satisfying the adjacency constraint) is given.
Let Π be a maximization (respectively, minimization) problem and let f (n) be a function mapping each positive integer n to a positive real number. An algorithm A is said to be a factorf (n) approximation algorithm for Π if, on each instance I of Π, A outputs a solution of I whose weight is at least 1/f (n) times the optimal (respectively, at most f (n) times the optimal), where n = |I| measures the size of the instance.
Theorem 2 If for some constant > 0 the above special case of the max-CBPM problem has a factor-n polynomial-time approximation algorithm, then P = N P .
Proof. The proof is done via a reduction from the Constrained max-3-Dimensional Matching (max-C3DM) problem defined as follows: An instance of the problem is a triple (M, M 0 , M 1 ), where M ⊆ W × X × Y (W , X, and Y are disjoint sets having the same number q of elements), M 0 is a matching of M (i.e. M 0 is a subset of M such that |M 0 | = q and no two elements of M 0 agree in any coordinate), and M 1 ⊆ M . Given (M, M 0 , M 1 ), the objective is to compute a matching M * of M such that |M * ∩ M 1 | is maximized over all matchings of M . Zuckerman [24] showed that if for some > 0 max-C3DM has a factor-n polynomial-time approximation algorithm, then P = N P .
Our reduction needs another intermediate problem, namely, the 4-Partitioning problem. An instance of this problem is a pair (U, B), where U is a finite set of 4p positive integers, B is a positive integer, u∈U u = pB, and every u ∈ U satisfies B/5 < u < B/3. Given (U, B), the objective is to decide if U has a 4-partition, i.e. a partition of U into p disjoint sets U 1 , . . . , U p such that u∈U i u = B for each 1 ≤ i ≤ p. Note that each set U i in a 4-partition of U must contain exactly four elements. The 4-Partitioning problem is strongly NP-complete [7] , i.e. it remains NP-complete even if all the input integers are provided in unary.
We describe our reduction next. Let ( P1: Suppose M has a matching M . Then, a 4-partition U of U can be computed easily from M as follows:
for each e = (w i , x j , y k ) / ∈ M , the corresponding set in U contains e and three "dummy" elements corresponding to w i , x j , y k .
P2: Suppose U = {U 1 , . . . , U m } is a 4-partition of U . For every set U h ∈ U, we conclude that P2a: either it consists of an e and the "actual" elements corresponding to the elements of e ; P2b: or it consists of an e and three "dummy" elements corresponding to the elements of e .
Consequently, those U h ∈ U satisfying property (P2a) form a matching of M .
Next, from (M, M 0 , M 1 ) and its associated (U, B), we construct an instance G = (A, S, E) of the max-CBPM problem and a constrained perfect matching N 0 of G as follows. A is a sequence of mB amino acid residues a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a mB ordered in this order. S consists of 4m (ordered) strings C 1 , . . . , C 4m of spin systems. The strings in S one-to-one correspond to the integers of U and the string C i (1 ≤ i ≤ 4m) corresponding to u ∈ U has length |C i | = u. Without loss of generality, we may assume that each C i with 1 ≤ i ≤ m corresponds to e i ∈ M and each C j with m+1 ≤ j ≤ m+3q corresponds to an "actual" element of U .
For convenience, we divide sequence A into m subsequences A 1 , . . . , A m each of which consists of B consecutive amino acid residues. We call A 1 , . . . , A q the primary subsequences and call A q+1 , . . . , A m the secondary subsequences. We say that an a i ∈ A and a C j ∈ S are matchable if Q1: the subsequence A k with a i ∈ A k has at least |C j | − 1 amino acid residues following a i , and exactly one of the following three conditions holds (where u is the element of U corresponding to C j ): Q2a: u ∈ M (u is an integer for a triple); Q2b: A k is primary and u is an "actual" element of U ; Q2c: A k is secondary and u is a "dummy" element of U .
For each a i ∈ A and for each C j ∈ S, if they are matchable, then for each 1 ≤ h ≤ |C j |, G has an edge between a i+h−1 and the h-th spin system of C j . G has no other edges. For each edge (a h , s ) of G, if the subsequence A k with a h ∈ A k is primary and the string C j ∈ S with s ∈ C j corresponds to a triple e r ∈ M 1 , then edge (a h , s ) has weight 1/|C j |; otherwise, edge (a h , s ) has weight 0. This completes the construction of G = (A, S, E).
Suppose M is a matching of M . We can use M to construct a constrained perfect matching N of G as follows. First, we use M to construct a 4-partition U of U satisfying properties (P1a) and (P1b) above. Then, for each e = (w i , x j , y k ) ∈ M and its corresponding set {e ,
we pick a primary subsequence A h and one-to-one match its amino acid residues to the spin systems in the strings corresponding to e , w i [1], x j [1] , and y k [1] . We then do the same for each e = (w i , x j , y k ) ∈ M − M and its corresponding set in U, except that we pick a secondary subsequence A h this time. This results in a constrained perfect matching N of G whose weight is exactly |M ∩ M 1 |. In particular, this results in our desired N 0 when M = M 0 .
Conversely, suppose N is a constrained perfect matching of G. For each (primary or secondary) subsequence A h , the integers of U corresponding to the strings matched to A h form a subset of U . By condition (Q1) above, these subsets altogether form a 4-partition U of U . Now, by property (P2) and conditions (Q2a, Q2b, Q2c) above, we can use the subsets in U corresponding to the primary subsequences of A to construct a matching M of M such that |M ∩ M 1 | is exactly the weight of N .
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Theorem 3
If for some polynomial-time computable function f (n) the above special case of the min-CBPM problem has a factor-f (n) polynomial-time approximation algorithm, then P = N P .
Proof.
The proof is done via a similar reduction from the 4-Partitioning problem. Given an instance (U, B) of the 4-Partitioning problem, we construct an instance G = (A, S, E) of the min-CBPM as follows. A and S are constructed and divided into subsequences and strings as in the proof of Theorem 2 except that the integer m is replaced by t/B where t = u∈U u. E is constructed so that G is a complete bipartite graph. For each (a, s) ∈ E, if the subsequence A k of A with a ∈ A k has at least |C| − 1 amino acid residues following a where C is the string in S with s ∈ C, then the weight of edge (a, s) is 1; otherwise, the weight of (a, s) is f (|G|)t. This completes the reduction.
Obviously, if U has a 4-partition, then G has a constrained perfect matching of weight t; otherwise, the weight of each constrained perfect matching of G must be at least f (|G|)t + (t − 1) > f (|G|)t. This completes the proof. 
IDA* Search for Optimal Solutions
Previous search-based approaches for solving the CBPM problem optimally (typically, max-CBPM), rely on branch-and-bound techniques [14] . While branch-and-bound methods employ heuristic estimates [3] to cut off unpromising nodes in the search tree, they still have to explore the whole tree in order to find the optimal solution. This makes them inefficient for large search trees [14] . In many cases, best-first searches are a better alternative because they lead to a solution faster (possibly at the expense of increased memory requirements). We have chosen to follow a best-first search approach for the assignment problem, in order to make search more efficient (i.e. faster). In the following we will present in detail how search is applied to min-CBPM. One of the most popular best-first heuristic search algorithms is A* [11] . It has been used extensively in many areas of Artificial Intelligence and has been successfully applied to various bioinformatics problems, the most notable of which is probably multiple sequence alignment [17] . For each state (which is a partial solution to min-CBPM, i.e. a partial matching), A* uses both the exact distance (which is the sum of weights of edges in the partial solution) from the start state (which is the empty solution, i.e. null matching), denoted as g, and a heuristic estimate of the remaining distance (estimated by the heuristic evaluation function) to the goal (which is a perfect matching), denoted as h. The state with the smallest (g + h) value is always expanded next and the algorithm is guaranteed to find the optimal (i.e. minimum weight) solution provided that h never overestimates the true distance to the goal state.
The main disadvantage of the A* algorithm is that it requires a lot of memory. Taking this into account, we turned to a more memory-efficient variant of A*, namely Iterative-Deepening A* (IDA*) [12] , partly because its recursive implementation is fairly straightforward without requiring a lot of bookkeeping. Instead of a best-first search, IDA* performs a series of depth-first searches that are bounded by a distance threshold, which is increased successively. A node in the search tree is cut off if its (g + h) value exceeds the current threshold.
We present the details of our implementation of IDA* in pseudocode form in Figure 1 , but the reader may also refer to [16] for a more detailed account of the main components of IDA*. In the following two subsections we describe our main contributions to heuristic search for the min-CBPM problem, which are the development of a search-enhancing heuristic and four different heuristic evaluation functions.
Search Heuristic
The effectiveness of a search method depends on the size of the search tree that gets built. Assuming a solution of length and an average branching factor b, the size of the search tree built by IDA* is O(b ). We have developed a pruning technique that produces a smaller search tree and consequently a faster search.
The CBPM problem is computationally hard due to the existence of adjacency information among the spin systems, though it is informative in terms of identifying correct mappings. The pruning heuristic is based on the fact that once a state that contains only singleton spin systems has been encountered, there is no need to continue with the IDA* search. Instead, we can calculate the corresponding minimum weight unconstrained bipartite perfect matching, which can be done very efficiently by existing algorithms. This way, we are not only able to skip whole subtrees of the search tree but we also get an accurate evaluation distance for the root node of those subtrees.
In order to utilize the full power of this heuristic, we generate all the states corresponding to string mappings first, ignoring singleton mappings. Note that individual string/singleton assignments are independent of each other, so we can enforce this special way of building the tree without losing optimality. In fact, this way of building the search tree also reduces the running time by at least one order of magnitude. In the resulting search tree, all the internal nodes correspond Figure 1 : IDA* implementation for the min-CBPM problem. thresh is the distance threshold, which is updated iteratively; Function Solution found( ) checks if a solution has been found; Function cost(state, u i ) returns the exact distance of going from node state to node u i ; Function h( ) is the heuristic evaluation function; Function CSA( ) calls the minimum weight bipartite matching algorithm CSA [8] . Our implementation also uses a transposition table for efficiency but the code has been left out for simplicity.
to mappings of strings and all the leaf nodes contain only singleton spin systems. Thus, heuristic search stops at those leaf nodes and we get an accurate evaluation for them very fast by calling the CSA algorithm to calculate the minimum weight unconstrained bipartite perfect matching. Our experimental results show that the application of this heuristic has reduced the running time of the algorithm by more than 2 orders of magnitude.
Evaluation Functions
The heuristic evaluation function is the most important component of an IDA* implementation since it can possibly provide orders of magnitude of savings. The ideal combination is an evaluation function that is accurate and at the same time inexpensive to compute. We have developed four different heuristic evaluation functions for the min-CBPM problem, which are described in the following paragraphs. The adjacency information implies that in a feasible matching the edges incident at a string must be parallel. For clarity, we will be referring to these parallel edges as forming a compound edge.
MIN WEIGHTS EVAL
Let s be a string (or a singleton); Let w s be the minimum weight of the compound edge (or normal edge, respectively) incident at s. Then obviously, the summation of w s over all strings and singletons, s w s , is a lower bound on the optimal solution. Note that these edges might not constitute a feasible solution since some amino acid residues might be incident to more than one of them. This evaluation function may not be very accurate but it is inexpensive (about linear time) to compute. So accuracy is compensated for by speed.
UBM EVAL
We have mentioned earlier that it is the adjacency constraint that complicates the problem. One natural consideration would be to drop the adjacency constraint in order to design an efficient evaluation function. It is easy to see that the minimum weight perfect matching of the corresponding unconstrained problem is always a lower bound on the minimum weight perfect matching of the min-CBPM problem. This is because the adjacency constraint in the spin systems can only prevent the selection of some of the edges in the unconstrained matching and thus increase the total weight of the constrained matching (or leave it the same). So we let this evaluation function return the weight of the unconstrained perfect matching, which can be calculated in polynomial time by a variety of existing algorithms. Typically, in our implementation we choose the CSA algorithm by Goldberg and Kennedy [8] , which runs in about cubic time.
COLLAPSED UBM EVAL
Both the MIN WEIGHTS EVAL and the UBM EVAL heuristic have flaws that make them inaccurate. In particular, MIN WEIGHTS EVAL does not resolve conflicts between the edges whereas UBM EVAL does not use any information about strings. The COLLAPSED UBM EVAL heuristic was developed in order to remedy those drawbacks by incorporating string information into the UBM EVAL heuristic. This is done by replacing parallel edges with compound edges. Let s i,i+k denote a string (of length k + 1) that can be matched to a run of amino acid residues a j through a j+k . The compound edge is created to connect s i+k and a j+k with its weight being the sum of the weights of those k + 1 parallel edges. Subsequently, those k parallel edges connecting s i+p and a j+p , for 0 ≤ p < k, are set to have weight 0. The edges out of singleton spin systems remain unchanged. The weight of every other edge in the graph (i.e. one that hasn't been processed in the steps just described) is set to infinity. This transformed edge-weighted bipartite graph is then passed to UBM EVAL.
We want to remark that the weights of the parallel edges are set to zero in order not to affect the weight of the matching returned by UBM EVAL. Also, if any edges with a weight of infinity are selected in the matching, it is an indication that the corresponding tree branch is a dead-end and we have a cut-off in the search. Notice that we could remove the edges with infinite weight from the graph altogether. However, the current implementation of CSA requires the existence of a perfect matching otherwise it goes into an infinite loop. Removing the edges with infinite weight may exclude the presence of a perfect matching when there is a dead-end.
PARTIAL UBM EVAL
This fourth heuristic implements another way to combine MIN WEIGHTS EVAL and UBM EVAL. It first asks MIN WEIGHTS EVAL to get the weight for a partial matching involving some of the strings (typically, long strings) and then asks UBM EVAL to get the weight for the matching in the remaining bipartite graph. In more detail, some of the strings are selected and MIN WEIGHTS EVAL is used to find the minimum weight edges coming out of them in the usual fashion. The weights of these (compound) edges are then added together, producing a distance W m . The next step is to set the weight of all edges that are incident at the spin systems in strings that have been processed by MIN WEIGHTS EVAL to 0. This is necessary since we do not want these edges to affect the matching calculated for the remaining bipartite graph. UBM EVAL is then applied to the remaining graph to produce another distance W u . The final evaluation distance is equal to W m + W u .
Experimental Results and Discussions
In order to evaluate our implementation we have used a test suite of 70 instances. These consist of 14 proteins extracted from BioMagResBank (http://www.bmrb.wisc.edu) without solved atomic structures and 5 adjacency information densities for each protein. The adjacency densities range from 50% to 90%, which together with the protein length represent the size of the search space. Note that the protein data obtained from BioMagResBank contains complete (i.e. 100%) adjacency information. For our simulation purposes, we created instances with different levels of adjacency densities, where a density of p% indicates that p% of the adjacent spin system pairs are randomly retained while (100 − p)% are left out to mimic missing adjacency.
In detail, the min-CBPM instances were generated in the following way: We obtained the backbone chemical shifts of H, N, C α , and C β for each of those 14 proteins from BioMagResBank to generate the bipartite graphs using the scoring scheme trained in [19] and used the five levels of pseudo-adjacency densities presented in [21] . We used this typical combination of chemical shifts only because they can be obtained from three NMR spectra HSQC, HNCACB, and CBCACONH, which are typically done in most NMR labs. We remark that these 14 proteins were not used to derive the scoring scheme so as to avoid any possible bias. This specific scoring scheme uses extra information, additional to the spin systems, to better differentiate between residue types and has been typically designed to handle missing chemical shifts. All experiments were performed on an AIX IBM cluster with 32GB of memory and 16 PowerPC processors running at 1.7GHz. The running times reported here are all user times in seconds.
From a computational complexity point of view, 0% adjacency density is an easy case (i.e. the BPM problem). The complexity increases as the adjacency density rises but decreases after the adjacency density passes some limit and eventually becomes another easy case when the adjacency density reaches 100% (i.e. the CBPM problem with a single string of all spin systems). In this sense, we might claim that for each protein, instances with higher adjacency density (for example 90%) are easier than instances with lower adjacency density (for example 50%). This has been verified by the computational experiments. Table 1 presents the detailed results for the spin system assignment instances. In summary, our IDA* algorithm was able to solve 65 out of 70 instances and 43 of them were solved in less than 15 seconds. The remaining 5 instances could not be solved within the time allocated for each instance, which was 2 days. These instances are the most difficult instances for the proteins involved and their adjacency densities are 50% and 60%. In practice, the percentage of adjacency information available to NMR labs is usually 70% or more, for example, from the three NMR spectra HSQC, HNCACB, and CBCACONH. Therefore, these unsolved instances do not diminish the power of our approach. On the contrary, we have re-run the branch-and-bound algorithm [14] on the same computer and within the same 2-day time limit, the number of instances Table 1 : Computational results for all 70 instances. The number beside the underscore in the instance name indicates the adjacency information (e.g. 5 indicates an adjacency density of 50%). '|A|' is the number of amino acid residues (the length of the protein), while 'W M ' is the weight of an optimal matching (from IDA*). 'T algorithm ' is the running time, in seconds, for the first solution found by the corresponding algorithm and 'M algorithm ' is the number of correct matching edges retrieved accordingly. Note that a * in the 'T algorithm ' column indicates that the algorithm didn't terminate in 2 days and the numbers inside the parentheses in the M GF−BnB column are the distances returned by GF-BnB (not optimal). Finally, 'HEF' is the name of the evaluation function that performed the best for that instance. 'MW' stands for MIN WEIGHTS EVAL, 'UBM' stands for UBM EVAL, 'COLL' stands for COLLAPSED UBM EVAL and 'PART' stands for PARTIAL UBM EVAL.
solved was only 35 out of 70; even worse, there were 2 8 instances and 7 7 instances that couldn't be solved. The average running times for different levels of adjacency densities of our method and the branch-and-bound algorithm are plotted in Figure 2(a) , where the running times for those unsolved instances were all set to 7 days (i.e. 604800 seconds). It should be noted that our method is several orders faster than the branch-and-bound algorithm, something that becomes even more significant when the adjacency density drops.
The above comparison is made to demonstrate the efficiency of our IDA* algorithm in searching for optimal solutions to the min-CBPM problem. The following comparison presents the advantage of searching for optimal solutions over near-optimal solutions, quantified by the number of spin systems correctly mapped to their host amino acid residues in the target protein. This comparison also shows the strength of the CBPM formulation of the NMR resonance assignment problem.
The solutions found by IDA* were compared to those produced by greedy filtering followed by branch-and-bound (GF-BnB) [14] . The results show that our method succeeded in retrieving more correct mappings for every instance. This should come as no surprise though since the use of the greedy heuristics -greedy filtering -degrades the quality of the solution in terms of assignment confidence. More importantly though, in most instances our approach ran faster even compared to GF-BnB, as can be seen in Table 1 . The statistics in this table were obtained by re-running the GF-BnB algorithm on the same computer. The average percentages of correct edges recovered for different levels of adjacency densities by our method and by the GF-BnB algorithm are plotted in Figure 2(b) , where those instances not solved by our method were excluded from the statistics. From that, we might be able to claim that, prior to our method, there existed no approach for the NMR resonance assignment problem that combined optimality of solutions with such small running times.
As mentioned above, for the same protein, the instances get harder as the number of strings increases while their length decreases, i.e. the adjacency density decreases. The instances not solved by our method in 2 days are the ones with the largest number of amino acid residues and contain more strings and singletons than other instances in their group. We have modified the search algorithm to continue searching after finding the first solution so that all optimal solutions are retrieved. For the unsolved instances, the solved instances in the same category (that is, constructed for the same protein but with higher adjacency densities) have a very large number of optimal solutions. This evidence may provide an additional explanation for the difficulty of a particular instance. It is an indication that sometimes the scoring scheme does not differentiate very well between alternative matchings (something that might be inherent in the spectra data), so the search effort needed to produce the optimal solution is much greater. Nonetheless, as the reader can imagine, using the same greedy filtering as in [14] , our IDA* search algorithm can easily find the conditional optimal solutions for those five unsolved instances too. So far we don't have the complete set of results on this aspect, so more experimental results will be reported later.
Coming back to the IDA* algorithm itself, it is characteristic that no single evaluation function outperforms all the others in the experiments. It is clear though that MIN WEIGHTS EVAL, although rather simplistic, cannot be beaten for the easy instances, (that is, instances with adjacency density ≥ 70%). However, the performance of the evaluation functions changes as the instances become more difficult. This is due to the fact that the strings increase in number but become shorter, so UBM EVAL-based evaluations become more accurate. By keeping track of the computations within the 2-day period, we have observed that COLLAPSED UBM EVAL and PARTIAL UBM EVAL clearly outperform the other evaluation functions in the unsolved instances. It is characteristic that in some of the hard instances MIN WEIGHTS EVAL appeared to be faster initially but other evaluation functions proved more efficient in the long-run. Our model focuses mainly on string mappings since they have a higher degree of confidence. Singleton mappings are not as reliable but can affect the subsequent structure determination, so our implementation offers a few options to handle them better. Users can specify either that no singletons be mapped (and just get a list of all singletons and remaining residues) or that all possible singleton mappings be returned (currently we use IDA* together with CSA to enumerate them, another alternative enumerating algorithm would be from [18] ). The latter is aimed at providing extra aid in the manual mapping of singletons. Moreover, in a parallel work of research, we have developed an evaluation model [13] that can assign confidence levels to the mapping edges contained in the optimal assignment, thus providing a quantified measure for the quality of the proposed mappings.
Future Work
Although our current work focuses mainly on the computational side of the NMR backbone resonance assignment problem, one of our objectives is to develop a fully automated tool for NMR backbone resonance assignment that will be both robust and efficient. This will considerably speed up the protein structure determination process via NMR spectroscopy and it will transform it from a time-consuming method to a high-throughput technique.
With this in mind, we are currently trying to extend our approach into a more general framework that will be oriented more towards full protein structure determination. One step towards this is the integration of side-chain nuclei into the backbone assignment, as our experiments do not currently take full advantage of them. Moreover, we have been examining the possibility of utilizing structural constraints (i.e. NOE spectral peaks, J-coupling constants, Residual Dipolar Coupling constants) in order to improve the assignment. We are aware though that this might introduce "false" adjacency information, possibly requiring a modification of the CBM model.
On the computational side, we believe the most promising area of improvement lies in the search algorithm. We are currently in the process of implementing other variants of the A* algorithm, such as Partial-Expansion A* [22] , to see how they perform on this particular problem, especially on the unsolved instances. On the other hand, we are always looking into developing better evaluation functions. There is existing work [3, 4] on approximating the max-CBM problem. We are currently pursuing how we may take advantage of it.
Another direction we would like to follow is to better evaluate our approach against existing approximate methods, as well as methods proposed for other formulations of the NMR resonance assignment problem [2, 10, 23] . Such an evaluation becomes necessary when they are applied to real peak assignment instances where the correct solutions are unknown to us. Along this line, we are in the process of acquiring some real peak assignment data to facilitate our experiments. We
